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The World

The world is shaped like two planetoids connected by a triple helix. One world is called Bedauro, the
other world is called Ciúme.
The three strains are made of earth from the planetoids and have a radically different climate and
fauna. The three strains are named Doloro, Malsato en Tristeco
Newly discovered powers, creatures and abilities are common. The source of this is varied and the
people of the world adopt these powers quickly. Traditions grow from this and these traditions are
held strictly.

The Grand Samphassa

With ten turns around the sol, the æther condenses from the helix into the center of the three strains.
It’s a sight to behold as it is a mysterious force full of mana and inspiring for anyone to see.

Orbs of Greatness

The Archmage Zadiv grew so old and wise that his enlightened body and soul turned into an
archspell. The deity Gelpor wanted to destroy the spell as it was an affront to his vision. The spell
was already more powerful than the gods so Gelpor weakened it and shattered it to pieces. The
pieces fell everywhere onto the world as glowing orbs. If a person holds the orb, that person and
those around it will gain knowledge and strength as if gaining years of experience.

Spellscars

Some creatures are allergic to the ætheric fabric in the air. They might protect themselves, live in
dwarven contraptions. Or they succumb to the fabric, ravaging their matter. Some survive this, but
with every deep, corrupted wound it leaves a scar. The spellscar, which can mutate the body and
give the creature random abilities. (Forgotten Realms Player’s Guide)

Slobodan

Stories from all over the world tell about a giant, flying creature, hiding in the clouds. It makes the
sound of a howling monkey, but lower. It moves like a whale, slowly and gracefully. No one has
actually caught it, it’s very elusive for it’s size and speed. That’s why the story is considered as
nothing more than a legend.

The World Meld

The wild creatures in the world are a result of the ætheric fabric transmuting animals and sentient
creatures. The mindset of these creatures synchronised with the current affecting magic, resulting
in the different types of creatures. Elements can fuse with animals, resulting in element hybrids.
Ætheric fluxes can leave creatures not yet fully formed. These are the aberrant creatures or often
called ‘incompletes’.

The Superior Demon

Demons aren’t fully formed, waiting to be set free on the world. They are shards, aspects of a single
entity living in the demon realm. This Superior Demon is a corrupted elemental, warped by his own
world. Willing to absorb the world bit by bit to live on another plane.
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Deities
Momok

Warden of the hunt. Lawful Good aligned god.
Momok is the warden of nature, protecting the rightful development of the wilds
and plantlife. He orders the following:
• Hunt down the defilers of nature
• End corruption, never let it spread
• Keep yourself on nature’s path

The Crystal Flower

Symbol of beauty. Good aligned god.
The Crystal Flower stands for beauty and art. It is popular amongst bards,
performers and artisans. It inspires you to do the following:
• Protect all that is considered beautiful
• Be inspiring to those who listen and see you
• Do your best to be attractive in body and mind

Grebon

The Gambler. Chaotic Neutral aligned god.
Goblin god of risk and gambling, brother of Mevvik. He tells you to do the following:
• If it looks like fun, do it
• Don’t get caught if you cheat
• Don’t think about odds

Mevvik

The Survivor. Unaligned god.
The goblin goddess of survival and fleeing, sister of Grebon. She suggests the
following of her subjects:
• Run at the sight of danger
• Share food with friendly folk, they need to protect you
• Keep yourself hidden as well as possible

Threian
The true. Unaligned god.
Threian is the god of truth, facts and knowledge. He shows that there are many
ways of the truth and methods to find out. He assigns you to do the following:
• Think your actions through
• Prove every theory you have until it’s proven or disproved
• Be open to new thoughts and perspectives
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Fo & Nen

Circle of life and death. Neutral aligned gods.
Fo and Nen are two ancient gods, circling each other like eels. They are known
to be the oldest gods in existence, being responsible for every cycle in the world:
The sun and moon, the seasons and life and death. They show you the following:
• Show respect to your dead and newborn. Their souls were fostered by the
ancient gods.
• Everything goes in a cycle. Find and uphold it’s balance.
• Create your own cycle and respect it.

Gelpor

The One Ruler. Lawful Evil god.
Gelpor is the one true ruler of the world. Gelpor will cure you, help you, guide you.
All other forms of magic is bad, it twists the world Gelpor wants to keep for the
rightful inhabitants. He commands you to:
• Abholish al other sorts of magic, it is evil
• Pray three times a day to Gelpor
• Show Gelpor’s word to everyone who has not heard it. Those who refuse to
hear must be tortured.

Meng

Monkey God of Violence. Chaotic Neutral god.
Meng stands for the freedom of the wild and the anger of the feral creatures in
forests and jungles. He is mostly worshipped by semi-sentient creatures, mostly
ape-like, and barbarians.
• Be wild
• Be free
• Show your dominance if you want to prove it

The Three Whisperers

Chaotic Evil gods of Temptation.
A group of three different gods. These gods stand for murder, rape and theft.
Whispering to those who deem persuaded by their words. They whisper:
• Keep a weapon with you, any threat will only stop hindering you if they are
dead
• Sex is wonderful and keeping yourself from it is a waste, be fruitful and conquer
your rightful mate
• Take any object you desire, there is no such law as rightful claim
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Pagan Deities

Rituals and worship aren’t given specifically to gods. Other beings are being worshipped as well.
These cults are considered pagan by worshipers of the gods.

Ganiledan

The arcane force. Chaotic Good aligned elemental.
Ganiledan is an elemental said to be made of the element known as Æther. He is mostly seen as a
patron to arcane spellcasters and is popular among more sceptic folk who do not believe in spirits.
• The arcane force is loose, shape it into the world in any way you can.

Remvorgan

The void. Lawful Neutral aligned elemental.
Remvorgan is the source of psionic force. It hates Ganiledan and wants it to be destroyed. It wants
you to do the following:
• The contents of the mind are infinite. Use it to it’s full potential.

Oreran

The equaliser. True Neutral aligned elemental.
Oreran will always stand between The Arcane Force and The Void with it’s mighty bulk. It’s mind and
body are uninfluenced by their reality-altering powers. It gives an example of the following:
• Don’t go to extremes.

Mór Manisha

The Great Wisdom. Elven pagan symbol of nature.
The Mór Manisha is not a single deity but an ancient product of nature differing between each elven
clan. These wonders protect the clan, grants them knowledge of the weather and grants them long
life. Leaving the clan means losing the blessings granted by the Manisha.
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Races

Bedauro and Ciúme are nearly literally worlds apart. The races they share differ in rarity and
behaviour as well. These races have traits and origins that differ from the player handbooks.

Bedaurons
Dragonborn
Dragonborn are fanatical creatures who are driven by their passions and resolve. This makes them
stubborn and hard to reason to.

Eladrin
Calm and stern, Eladrin keep themselves to the old ways of their people. They are the original
shapers of magic, seeing it as their responsibility to keep the arts and knowledge in the world but
out of the wrong hands.

Elves
Hiding in the mushroom forests, elves found mastery in the poisons and foods that it gives them.
Their expertise grants them to be assassins, striking foes afar with poisoned arrows.

Goblins
Nervous folk. Goblins are everywhere, scurrying, hiding and satisfying their curiosities. They are
plentiful and usually live in packs. Sometimes a pack of Goblins can create a friction of ætheric
fabrics. These will spark, sometimes resulting in Arcane powers within these Goblins.

Gnomes
Eager tinkerers of constructs and contraptions. Gnomes aren’t pleased with the current state of
events. They want to keep inventing and developing their technology.

Pixies
Pixies are born in hives made from layers upon layers of tree bark. Once a year a new group of
pixies emerge from it to pester it’s surroundings. They mark and protect their territories by pranks.
It’s a second nature to them to manipulate elements that result in sensory annoyance. After a month,
pixies gain a sense of self awareness.

Satyrs
Curious folk. Satyrs see everywhere as their home and everyone as someone they can talk to. They
don’t know fear right away and can easily talk themselves out of most situations.
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Ciúmeans
Drow
Also called ashen elves for their charcoal black skin. Drow live in the isle of black sand where they
need to breathe in the fumes in the air. They can’t sleep because of it but it gives them dark powers.

Kobolds
Dependant creatures who need a bigger creature to boss them around. Kobolds would rather want
to pummel creatures to the ground for food unless the creature is stronger. Stronger creatures know
more about survival and thus earn their respect.

Minotaurians
Brute and single minded, the bull-people live in tribes where the elder rules over the rest. The wise
are worshipped more than the strong. The strong know how to fight, the wise know how to live.

Orcs
Instead of the minotaurs, orcs worship the strong to lead into battle. Agression is in their blood and
their goal is to pillage for food and clothing.

Svirfneblin
Also known as Deep Gnomes. Svifneblin create caverns that spiral outward to create a civilisation
for themselves. These are sometimes to crowded and other creatures call them dungeons.

Thri-Kreen
Thri-Kreen are ruthless and cold. They have their own logic in their society. They need it to climb to
the top of the hierarchy. Kreen come in different sub-species, they all want to prove which one is the
top species.
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Both worlds
Deva
With random spells appearing all over the world, warped creatures and arcane beings enter it’s
plane or are created on the spot. The Deva randomly come into existence through these spells.

Dwarves
Hardy and Arcane phobic. The dwarves see the earth as their domain. Where they drop their
pickaxe, that’s where their territory is. This makes dwarves often the invaders of the homes of other
Underdwellers.

Genasi
Said to be children of the grand elementals, Ganiledan, Remvorgan and Oreran. Genasi have found
ways to control their wild tendencies, making them sentient and highly intelligent. Some don’t trust
them, however. They still tend to be unpredictable.
Bedauronian Genasi try to be more in touch with their elemental side. They have a need to
understand and develop. Ciúmean Genasi are more prone to their wild side. They tend to burst in
rages, expressing their uncontrollable element.

Goliaths
At the edge of the strains lie the tribes of Goliath, guarding the edge for anyone going in or out. They
stick to their traditions as they are taught from father to son. Goliaths believe the worlds aren’t ready
to meet each other yet.

Humans
Humans are very diverse. In the grandest scale of man in Bedauro they are curious and bold. In the
rougher world of Ciúme, they are more alert and perhaps paranoid.

Tieflings
With the shards of The Superior Demon leaking in since the beginning, the smallest demons infected
humans all over the world. The most mentally strongest humans can keep their inner demon under
control, though their bodies had to suffer the consequence. Those who can’t are in danger of
persecution.
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Æthergrasp Academy

In the forest of Mycoga, there is a single tower meant for students of the Arcane arts. The Æthergrasp
Academy groups different sets of talented spellcasters to push their knowledge to the best they can.
As a student of the academy you have studied to be a specific kind of Arcane spell caster. At
character creation, you can pick a class your character is talented in. This grants an extra bonus to
their powers and ability to cast rituals. The word in between parentheses is the ritual type associated
with the chosen class. These types of rituals can be cast by your character without a component
cost as long as the ritual’s level is below your level. In addition; every student is able to cast the
cantrip Prestidigitation (Wizard, Players Handbook 1).

Classes

Aether Arcanum (Warding)
Cancel
Encounter power: Immediate Reaction: when an arcane attack spell is cast
Main Ability vs Attack
Hit: The attack misses
Animation (Binding)
At will, Minor Action
Choose one inanimate object, that object will spring to animated life and will do one ordered task for
the remainder of an hour. After that it will be an inanimate object again. You can not command it to
harm a creature. If you order it to do something it is not made to do, it will try to do so. (Ordering a
saw to clean the floor will scratch the floor instead.) You can make it stop with a minor action.
Astrology (Travel)
You can read the heavenly bodies to determine time and location. At night, you can teleport to
previous locations that are under the discovered heavenly bodies as a standard action. If you do this
by day, you can teleport you and your group to a random location.
Bestiary (Exploration)
You gain training in Nature.
You own a huge, magical/natural beast of burden to carry your party. This creature has no attacks.
If more than one student have this class, they own a large beast of burden instead of a huge one.
Clairvoyance (Divination)
You own an item or a collection of items which you can read to predict the future of a certain subject.
You can do this once a day; roll a D6 and tell your DM the outcome from the table below. Your DM
will give you a useful tip, hint or advice based on the outcome.
1: Health
2: Wealth
3: Relations
4: Location
5: Luck
6: Safety
Enchanting (Creation)
Overcharge
Once a day you can overcharge a magical item as a standard action. When it’s destroyed, it will
create a burst 3, Item level vs Ref; 1d12 + item level force damage.
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Materialisation (Exploration)
Ætheric Cube
Minor, Conjuration
You conjure a solid cube of 10kg out of solid æther. It shares the casters AC and has HP the same
value as the casters healing surge value.
Heroic tier: Small cube
Paragon tier: Medium cube
Epic tier: Large cube
Runes (Restoration)
Rune of Vitality
Standard Action:
You spend a healing surge and create a rune of vitality by writing it on paper or carving it on an
object. A creature can use this rune as a minor action and gains hp as if it had spend a healing surge.
If the creature and the creator of the rune share a language other than Common, that creature may
gain hp at the healing surge value of the creator.
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Items & Equipment
Common
Bucket 			3sp
Stick of Chalk		
1cp
10lb bag of charcoal
2gp
Cologne/perfume		
1gp
Comb				1sp
Crowbar			6sp
Dice/Knucklebones		
2sp per pair
Iron Drill			5gp
Glass bottle			10gp
Hourglass			25gp+
Ladder, 12’			5cp
Lock, poor			20gp
Lock, good			100gp+
Magnifying glass		
100gp+
Manacles & key		
5gp
Metal File			2gp
Shovel			4gp
Scroll case			8sp
Scale				2gp+
Mirror, Large			10gp
Mirror, Small			2gp
Smoking Pipe		
1cp+
Tobacco 1 pouch		
1gp+
Pliers				1gp
Cooking Pot			3cp
Sealing wax per lb.		
1gp
Soap				5sp
Signet ring			5gp
Wig				2gp

Nails				1cp
Hammer			2gp
Hacksaw			2gp
Æther Scraper		
15gp
Æther Net			50gp
Vehicles
Hot Air Balloon		
100gp+
Skyrider			1500gp
Airship			30.000gp
Fuel 1 barrel			
10gp
Rail Grinder			30gp
Rail				20gp per meter
Personalities
Friendly			1cp
Stubborn			1cp
Calm				1cp
etc.				1cp
For more items and their price, go to:
http://www.legolas.org/items/
http://paizo.com/prd/equipment.html

Crafting
Parchment per sheet
1gp
Quill				1cp
Ink 1 pot			
1gp
Glue 1 pot			
5cp
Grindstone			5cp
Sewing Needle		
5sp
Vial, Ceramic			1gp
Vial, Crystal			3gp
Vial, Metal			5gp
Whetstone			1-9cp
Metal Part (small)		
1sp
Metal Part (large)		
1gp
Chisel				1gp
Wooden beam (normal)
1sp
Wooden beam (excotic) 10gp
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